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analysis

China’s lnG importers undeterred 
by lower City-Gate Gas priCe

The National Development and Reform Commission 
(NDRC) has lowered city-gate gas benchmark prices for 
non-residential users by yuan (CNY) 0.10/cubic metre 
(cbm) from 1 September, according to a statement 
published on its website.

While that price cut – equivalent to around $0.40/MMBtu – 
will narrow the margins for LNG imports, the caveat is that 
sellers in the domestic market can still increase retail gas 
prices by up to 20%.

priCe outooK
Using Guangdong’s city-gate gas benchmark that includes 
an 11% value-added tax (VAT) on natural gas imports as an 
example, this means a domestic seller can charge $8.67-
10.42/MMBtu, based on exchange rates on 5 September.

It is unlikely that sellers, particularly the state-owned 
majors, will raise domestic prices to the maximum level, 
given that NDRC has already initiated a price cut to boost 
gas demand.

If spot LNG prices for winter stay at $7.00/MMBtu DES 
(delivered ex-ship) or below, there is incentive and some 
room for importers to balance their profit margins.

Those with key market share in south China will see 
greater value, especially since they can sell their LNG 
imports via truck delivery.

The price for LNG imports delivered by trucks was 
assessed by ICIS at CNY3,110-3,145/tonne as of 4 
September.

However, spot LNG offers at above $7.00/MMBtu DES 
could curtail import demand for winter cargoes, particularly 
for independent importers that have not completed their 
procurement.

supply outlooK 
Nonetheless, state-owned majors would rather pay a 
price premium than risk having insufficient supply to meet 
domestic demand.

That was the case in the second half of August, when state-
owned major CNOOC purchased a prompt LNG cargo from 
independent gas distributor Jovo Group to cover a supply 
shortfall in south China, market sources said.

CNOOC had to buy the prompt cargo after typhoons 
making landfall in the region more than two weeks ago 
disrupted production at its offshore gas fields in the South 
China Sea, sources said.

The 152,300cbm Seri Bakti, chartered by Jovo Group, 
discharged the cargo at the CNOOC-owned Zhuhai 
terminal on 25 August, shipping data showed.

The vessel was in Subic Bay in the Philippines two weeks 
earlier, but it was unclear whether it transferred partial 
volumes to a small-scale vessel during that period.

That was likely the first spot LNG trade between both 
companies, with CNOOC as a buyer, rather than a seller. 
The price could not be confirmed.

Jovo Group is deemed well-supplied for the rest of the year, 
following a three-year supply contract that was signed in 
February this year with Italy’s energy company ENI.

Under the terms of the contract, Jovo Group can lift up to 
two partial cargoes from the Bontang LNG export project in 
Indonesia every month.

ENI uses Bontang to liquefy its gas from the Jangkrik field. 

China’s City-Gate Gas benChmarK priCes for 
non-residential users
Key provinces City-gate gas benchmark (Cny/Cubic metre)

beijing 1.90

tianjin 1.90

shanghai 2.08

Jiangsu 2.06

Zhejiang 2.07

Guangdong 2.08

Source: NDRC   Note: Prices include VAT

Chinese lnG importers will continue buying spot cargoes in the near term to ensure security of supply, while the 
latest reduction in China’s city-gate prices is expected to support domestic gas demand.
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China Gas and LNG 
Market Intelligence Solution

The ICIS China Gas and LNG Solution is an essential source for international players  
looking to enter and participate in the evolving gas and LNG sector. Our solution offers  
unrivalled insights to facilitate planning and decision-making in the region.

4   China’s domestic and import prices for gas and LNG

4   Coverage of liquefaction plant operating rates and cost-
effectiveness

4   China’s gas and LNG supply and demand data and 
forecasts, broken down by sub-segment

4   Up-to-date progress for gas and LNG 
infrastructure projects

4   LNG shipment arrivals

4   China’s policy developments and their 
impact on global markets

Request a free trial now.        www.icis.com/chinagaslng          enquiry@icis.com
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